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Gold cluster-nucleobase complexes have potential applications in designing and fabrication of novel electronic nano-devices,
and there has been a surge in research activities in this area recently. Binding of gold clusters (Au3 and Au4 ) with DNA bases
and size-expanded DNA bases (x-bases) have been studied using density functional theory employing high quality basis set. A
comprehensive attempt has been made to examine several gold-nucleobase complexes with respect to change in the orientation
of Au clusters with respect to all the titratable sites of the bases. Geometric and electronic features of these complexes provided
evidences for existence of non-conventional hydrogen bonds, which was further substantiated via vibrational frequency and
natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis. The nucleobases, both canonical and size-expanded forms, form stable complexes with
both the gold clusters considered here. The natural population analysis (NPA) and NBO analysis indicated that complexation
greatly affects the charge distribution on the DNA bases due to charge transfer between base and gold cluster. Upon complexation,
a marked decrease in the HOMO-LUMO gaps and ionization potentials was observed, which was more profound in case of xbases due to the extended π-conjugation of the fused benzene rings. Such electronic effects driven by structural perturbations in
nucleobases are expected to provide a better test bed for designing charge transfer driven nano-devices. This study demonstrates
that combining structural modifications to DNA bases and subsequent binding to gold nanoparticles can be effectively used to
modulate and design materials with desired optico-electronic properties.

Introduction
Gold nanoparticles have potential applications in wide spectrum of areas from material science to medicine, and it is possible to alter their optical, catalytic and electronic properties
by tagging with biomolecules. 1,2 An added interest in gold
nanoclusters is due to the recent discoveries of unprecedented
large planar gas-phase gold clusters. 2–5 Tagging of nanoparticles to biomolecules is well investigated both theoretically and
experimentally. 6 Modifications in DNA involving metals has
drawn special attention as recent experimental results indicate
a metallic behaviour of such complexes. 7 Several studies have
appeared on the alteration in the photochemical properties of
nucleic acids on being tagged with gold clusters. 8–11 These
features facilitate detection of extremely small concentrations
of analyte, serve as platforms for 2- and 3-dimensional constructs, and behave as real-time observable nodes in imaging
studies. 12 Most of these studies have focused on understanding the influence of metal complexation on hydrogen bonding
† Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI) available: [Structures, Cartesian coordinates, atomic energies, HOMO-LUMO energy gaps, IPvertical ,
Dipole moments, polarizability, hyperpolarizability values, natural orbital
plots for all the systems.]. See DOI: 10.1039/b000000x/
a Center for Computational Natural Science and Bioinformatics, International Institute of Information Technology, Hyderabad, India; E-mail:
deva@iiit.ac.in

patterns of the canonical base pairs. Meyong et al. have reported that a guanidinium ion and guanine nucleobase when
forming hydrogen bonded base pair via a gold electrode with
deoxycytidine-monophosphate (dCMP), exhibit ballistic electron conductivity through a molecular junction giving rise to
an effective electric circuit which may act as a possible device for sequencing unmodified single-stranded DNA. 13 It is
expected that such modifications would yield potential molecular wires. Fuentes-Cabrera et al. have investigated the coupling of Zn ions to natural bases. 14 The role of transition metals in metalated DNAs has been extensively addressed at the
ab initio level by investigating the interaction of transition
metals with natural bases. 15
In spite of the wide applications of metal-conjugated nucleobases, their inherent property of low conductivity and thermal stability does not allow us to achieve the long standing
goal of designing a genetic system with enhanced information storage and transmission capability beyond the natural
DNA limits. Designing synthetic analogues of natural DNA
bases, like size-expanded DNA bases, possibly realize more
thermally stable and conductive molecular wires and, suggest
ways to go beyond the limits of natural DNA in nanotechnological applications and might eventually lead to entirely
new genetic systems. 9–11,16,17 Kool et al. synthesized sizeexpanded oligomers of DNA which are known to possess high
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natural orbital populations have been analysed to understand
the nature of interaction present in the complexes.

Methodology
The electronic properties of several nucleobase (natural/sizeexpanded)–cluster complexes were investigated by means of
DFT calculations. To choose the initial structures for geometric relaxation, coordinates of DNA bases were generated
using GaussView05. 29 The coordinates of x-DNA bases
were extracted from the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
models of xDNA deposited in the Protein Data Bank (PDB
ID:2ICZ). 30 Benchmark studies by Wu et. al. on transition
elements suggested that PBE0, the generalized-gradientapproximation exchange-correlation functional of Perdew,
Burke, and Ernzerhof 31 reproduces the experimental dissociation energies reasonably well. 32 Knal et al. have shown
PBE0 to be the best functional in describing the ground
state thermodynamic stabilities of intermolecular charge
transfer complexes. 33 Based on these studies, we have used
the PBE0 functional for all the calculations reported here.
Stuttgart-Dresden 19 electron (SDD) effective core potential
(ECP) has been used for gold. 34 These energy-consistent
ECPs work within the relativistic Dirac-Fock theory and
significantly remove the spin contamination. Split valence
double-ζ functions with polarization functions, d type for all
non-hydrogen atoms and p type for hydrogen atoms, including
a s-p and a p-d diffusion function, 6-311G++(2d,2p), formed
the basis set for the optimization of the bases. 35 Initial neutral
geometries of complexes were generated by placing the gold
cluster at active (electronegative) sites of the base and were
subjected to geometry optimization. The interaction was
studied for: N1, N3, N6 and N7 sites of adenine, N1, N2, N3,
O6, N7 of guanine, N3 and N4 of cytosine and O2, N3 and
O4 sites of thymine. The same sites were considered for their
size-expanded (x) analogues. All possible orientations of
gold clusters (Au3 and Au4 ) with respect to the base at above
mentioned titratable sites were considered and the geometry
optimizations resulted in more than one stationary points. We
are reporting only the most stable ones here. Real vibrational
frequencies were obtained for all the optimized structures,
indicating that they lie on the minima on the respective
potential energy surfaces. The interaction energies (Eint ) were
calculated using the following equation:
Eint = Ecomplex,n − [Ebase + EAu,n ]

(1)

where, Ecomplex is the zero-point vibrational energy (ZPVE)
corrected electronic energy of the complex, Aun (n= 3, 4),
and Ebase and EAu are the ZPVE corrected electronic energies
of uncomplexed base and cluster, respectively. Analysis of
charge distribution was carried out based on (i) electrostatic
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thermal stability due to better stacking interactions when compared to native DNA base pairs. 17,18 Both theoretical and experimental studies have suggested that larger base size yields
a fluorescent character to the base pairs that can be practically
exploited in the detection of natural DNA and RNA. 17–21 Recently, it has also been reported that the modified bases show
significantly different photophysical and photochemical properties, although the basic structural and bonding aspects remain similar. 22 This is driven by the presence of an aromatic
ring that causes an alteration of electronic distribution over
the frontier molecular orbitals thereby causing the optical response to be diverging in comparison to the natural bases. 23
Some theoretical studies have been reported addressing the
interaction of these size-expanded bases and bases pairs with
small metal clusters. Brancolini et. al. have studied the interaction of size-expanded bases with copper and silver metal
atoms and suggest that these complexes are the most assuring materials to be used as nanowires with enhanced electron
transfer and also for signal detection via modified DNA helix. 10 Binding of gold nano clusters with size-expanded bases
has also been studied, and it has been shown that the modification of electronic structure leads to some interesting properties such as high conductivity and charge transfer. 24 Recently, the interaction between size-expanded guanine and
small gold clusters has been investigated which suggests that
the introduction of an aromatic ring in guanine reduces the
HOMO–LUMO gap and delocalizes the spatial distribution of
electrons, making it ideal for charge transfer performance. 25
Although, few studies on size-expanded guanine interactions
with gold clusters have been published, a comparative study of
complexes with all the four size-expanded bases is expected to
further our understanding.
In this work, we have made a comparative study on interaction
of small gold clusters with natural and size-expanded nucleobases. In our previous work, we have mentioned that among
the Aun (n=3-13) clusters, Au3 and Au4 show maximum interaction with biomolecules. 26 Here, we chose these two clusters which also serve as the catalytic models for Au(111) and
Au(110) surfaces. 27 In order to model the bases, both natural as well as size-expanded, the sugar-phosphate backbone
of these structures originally present is replaced by a methyl
group in order to remove the complexity. Since the primary
aim of the paper is to investigate gold cluster interaction with
nucleobases, this truncation is deemed adequate. It has been
previously shown that methyl substitution reduces the computational effort without significantly affecting the properties of
the real systems. 28 Our study focuses on how the insertion of
benzene ring in the natural bases alters the energy levels and
gaps, thereby justifying the suitability of the newly designed
size-expanded DNA base analogues tagged on gold clusters
for molecular conduction applications. Geometrical features,
binding energy trends, modifications in electric properties and
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potential (ESP) surfaces (mapped with the total electron density) and (ii) natural population analysis (NPA). The vertical
ionization potential (IPvertical ) was calculated as:
IPvertical = Ecation − Eneutral



(F(i, j))2
E j − Ei

2.62

2.17

2.87

2.51

2.12

2.20

2.13

(2)
A-Au3 (N1)

where, Ecation is the energy of the complex when one electron
is removed from the system corresponding to the neutral
geometry and Eneutral is the energy of the neutral complex.
The NBO analysis, 36 was performed on these complexes to
examine all possible stabilizing interactions. Second order
stabilization energy, E(2) , due to interactions between filled
Lewis (NBO(i)) and empty non-Lewis orbitals (NBO(j)), is
obtained as 37
E (2) = qi

2.78

T-Au3 (O2)

2.12

2.13

A-Au3 (N3)
2.77

2.09

(3)

where qi is donor orbital occupancy, Ei and E j are energies of
the orbitals i, j respectively, and F(i,j) is the off diagonal NBO
Fock matrix element. All the calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 suite of programs. 38

Results and discussion
Structure and stability
The results of geometry optimizations corresponding to the
complexes showing maximum interaction are presented in
Figs. 1 and 2. The data for all the optimizations carried out
can be found in the ESI† . It is observed that all the complexes
investigated in this work possess a charge transfer type interaction.
Complexes with Au3 : The initial geometries for optimization were generated by placing the gold clusters near the active
(titratable) sites of the bases/x-bases. These sites constitute
electron-rich atoms: nitrogen and oxygen, which can easily
donate the electron density to the empty 5d and 6s orbitals of
gold. Owing to relativistic effects, gold has a high electron
affinity which explains its high propensity to accept the electrons. 4,39 Gold has also been found to act as a proton acceptor
and forms non-conventional hydrogen bonds (N-H· · · Au and
C-H· · · Au). 25,40 These two factors are responsible for a stable complex formation. As depicted in Fig. 1, the Au3 cluster
preferentially binds to the N1, N3, N6, N7 sites of adenine and
x-adenine; N3, N4 sites of cytosine and x-cytosine; N1, N3,
O6, N7 of guanine and x-guanine; O2, O4 sites of thymine
and x-thymine. A non-conventional hydrogen bond is formed
between amino/imino hydrogen and gold (N-H· · · Au) in most
of the cases. In case of Au3 complexed with x-cytosine (N3
and N3* site of interaction), both initial structures considered, optimized to the same minimum (Fig. 1). The most
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G-Au3 (O6)

xT-Au3 (O4)

xG-Au3 (N7)

Same as
xC-Au3 (N3)
xC-Au3 (N3*)

Fig. 1 Gas phase optimized geometries of natural/modified
nucleobases formed with Au3 at the PBE0/SDD∪6-311++G(2d,2p).
The bond lengths are in Å. Blue color refers to N, grey represents C,
red represents O, yellow represents Au and white represents H. The
non-conventional hydrogen bonds are represented with a dotted line.

stable complexes are planar and are formed via Au-N or AuO anchor (coordinative) bonds. This result is in agreement
with the earlier reported result of Kryachko et al. 8,25 The anchoring bond lengths are shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen
from the figure, the Au-N bond length is shorter than Au-O.
The Au-N distance falls in the range of 2.09-2.13 Å which
is close to the sum of covalent radii of nitrogen 0.75 Å and
gold 1.44 Å. As a result, a strong covalent contribution can
be expected. The higher basicity of nitrogen makes it a better
electron donor and hence a stronger bond is formed on Au-N
interaction. In the case of Au-O, where the carbonyl oxygen is
rather acidic in nature, oxygen becomes a comparatively poor
electron donor, resulting in a weak interaction. The strength
1–10 | 3
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G (O6)
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-27.7
-28.8
-29.4
-26.3
-32.8
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-17.8
-21.7
-26.6
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-27.1
-26.7

T (O2)
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-17.1
-20.3
-18.4
-19.3

-11.1
-13.0
-11.2
-12.1

2.12
xC-Au4 (N3*)

of the non-conventional hydrogen bonds is analysed in terms
of the Au· · · H bond lengths and 6 N − H − Au or 6 C − H − Au
(Table S1 (a)† ). It is noticed that on complexation, the vibrational frequency corresponding to N–H stretching mode is red
shifted. This shift is higher for imino N-H bonds than that
for amino N-H bonds. The corresponding intensity values increase 1–2 orders of magnitude on complexation.
Complexes with Au4 : Both rhombic and y-shaped clusters were considered for interaction. In most of the cases, the
rhombic form interacts strongly with the base. The anchor
bond lengths are larger for complexes with Au4 ; N-Au falls
in the range of 2.13-2.18 Å whereas Au-O bond length falls
in the range of 2.18-2.34 Å. This suggests a weaker interac1–10

A (N1)
A (N3)
A (N7)
xA (N1)
xA (N3)
xA (N7)

Energy (kcal/mol)
Au3
Au4
-32.3
-25.0
-29.6
-25.4
-32.2
-27.6
-33.3
-29.8
-33.6
-26.8
-32.3
-30.1

2.61

Fig. 2 Gas phase optimized geometries of natural/modified
nucleobases formed with Au4 at the PBE0/SDD∪6-311++G(2d,2p).
The bond lengths are in Å. Blue color refers to N, grey represents C,
red represents O, yellow represents Au and white represents H. The
non-conventional hydrogen bonds are represented with a dotted line.
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Table 1 Interaction energies calculated at the
PBE0/SDD∪6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory.

tion with Au4 in comparison to that of Au3 cluster. The nonconventional hydrogen bonds are also comparatively weaker
in this case, as depicted by the longer bond lengths of NH· · · Au bonds (Table S1 (b)† ).
Energetics
The binding energy of bare Au3 cluster (-25.9 kcal/mol) is
much lower than that of bare Au4 cluster (-51.2 kcal/mol) in
magnitude as calculated using the equation, 2,4
Ebind = Ecluster, n − [Ecluster, n−1 + EAu ]

(4)

where, Ecluster is the ZPVE corrected electronic energy of the
cluster, ‘n’ refers to number of Au atoms and EAu refers to
the energy of one gold atom. This indicates that Au4 cluster
is more stable than Au3 . Contrary to this, the interaction energy of Au3 gold cluster to DNA bases is comparatively higher
than that of Au4 (Table 1). This is explained on the basis of
the stabilization provided by electron pairing effects in case of
even membered complexes. 2,4,41 Au3 with unpaired electron
is more reactive leading to higher affinity towards nucleobases
compared to Au4 where all electrons are paired. This also explains the longer anchor bond lengths for Au4 . The only exception to this is C(N3*) where the planarity of the system and
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an additional N-H–Au bond formation for the complex with
Au4 is providing it more stability. The interaction with x-bases
is found to be stronger in comparison to their corresponding
natural bases for complexes with Au3 . However, in case of
complexes with Au4 , there are some cases where natural bases
show more affinity towards gold than their x- counterpart, but
the differences are marginal (Table 1). A comparison of interaction energies of all the base–Au3/4 complexes gives the
following order of affinity towards gold: C > A > G > T .
The order for x-bases also follows the same trend. This result is in line with earlier reported results of Kryachko et al. 8
Where interaction occurs in the same plane as the base, the
complexes show higher interaction energy; for instance, AAu3 (N1) has an interaction energy of -32.3 kcal/mol, whereas
for A-Au3 (N6), it is only -17.9 kcal/mol (Figs. 1 and 2).
The N3 site of cytosine/x-cytosine shows maximum affinity
towards gold, whereas thymine shows minimum interaction
with gold cluster. This result is in agreement with some of the
earlier reported works, where cluster interactions with DNA
bases have been studied. 8,42,43 The low affinity of thymine
with gold clusters can be explained on the basis of the delocalization of electrons on the carbonyl oxygen with the electron
cloud of aromatic ring, thus making it less capable of donating electrons to the metal cluster. There are two such carbonyl
oxygen present in thymine. This further prevents the nitrogen
atom from being a hydrogen bond donor. The Pearson product
moment correlation coefficient (PPMCC), which is a measure
of linear dependence between two variables was calculated
to find out the linear dependence between the anchor bond
lengths and binding energies. The details of this calculation
are available in the supporting information (Table S5† ). Excellent negative value was obtained for all the cases (-0.92 for
Au3 and -0.93 for Au4 ) indicating that the two quantities are
negatively correlated, i.e., smaller the bond length, stronger is
the complex.
We have calculated the effect of binding on the binding energies of Au4 -B complex (B=C, A, T, G and the x-analogues),
using the equation,
Ebind(Au4 −B) = EAu4 −B − [EAu3 −B + EAu ]
∆B = Ebind(Au4 −B) − Ebind(Au4 )

(5)

In most cases, ∆B is insignificant (< ±4 kcal/mol). There is
one case with much larger value, namely, ∆C(N3∗) = −18.7
kcal/mol. This corresponds to major structural changes in the
cluster when binding with the base takes place.
Figure 3 clearly indicates a sharp decrease in the HOMOLUMO gaps on complexation with cluster in both cases (Au3
and Au4 ). This feature may enhance the capability of gold
clusters to act as vehicle for transferring mobile charges, a useful feature in nanoelectronic applications. It is observed that
complexation results in the alteration of the HOMO orbitals
of the base which causes this marked reduction of the gap.

Au3

Au4

Fig. 3 Comparison of HOMO-LUMO gaps before and after
complexation for complexes of DNA and x-DNA bases with Au3
and Au4 . The values that are missing do not have a corresponding
interaction from that site.

The HOMO and LUMO natural orbitals of purine bases are π
orbitals where as in case of pyrimidines, HOMO has a σ character (Fig. 4). These observations are in line with the earlier
reported results of Varsano et al. 44 For x-bases, the HOMO
and LUMO orbitals have a π character where the π orbitals of
benzene ring are also found to contribute. 25 When the complexation takes place, in most of the cases it is observed that
the HOMO shifts towards the metal accompanied by a rise in
its energy reducing the gap. Though, DFT is known to underestimate the HOMO-LUMO gaps, the systematic decrease on
complexation seems reliable.
It has been reported earlier that gold clusters have higher
ionization potential (IP) values than DNA bases 41 which are
1–10 | 5
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Au3

Au4

LUMO

A
(N6)

A
(N7)

xA
(N1)
xA
(N7)

Fig. 4 The natural orbital plots corresponding to the HOMO and
LUMO orbitals of Adenine and x-Adenine complexes as calculated
in gas phase at the PBE0/SDD∪6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory.

in the range of 8.2 − 9.5 eV among which guanine is found
to have the lowest value. 45–47 Earlier works indicated that
long-distance transfer of electrons through molecules aid in
the function of DNA during oxidative stress and is also a key
feature in designing novel molecular devices. 48–51 This can
be well accomplished by designing complexes having reduced
IPvertical values. It is clear from Fig. 5 that on complexation, IPvertical is reduced and for the aromatic expansion of
the base the reduction is even larger in many cases. It is observed that the reduction is site specific only for complexes
with guanine and x-guanine. This may be because of different
atoms involved in the formation of the anchor bond (O(6)–Au
and N(7)–Au). We also observe that the extent of decrease in
IPvertical is higher for complexes formed with Au3 .
Electric properties
The dipole moments (µ), polarizabilities (α) and first-order
hyperpolarizbilities (β ) were computed to monitor the impact of complexation on the electric properties of the bases/xbases. The values are given in Table S4† . It is observed that µ
increases on complexation implying a greater charge separation. Owing to the collapse of symmetry of the gold cluster on
complexation, the values of α and β also increase. Increase
in polarizability causes the dispersion forces to increase, re6|

1–10

Fig. 5 Comparison of Ionization potentials before and after
complexation for complexes with Au3 and Au4 . All the calculations
have been performed at the PBE0 level of theory using the
SDD∪6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set. The values that are missing do
not have a corresponding interaction from that site.

sulting in an increase in the melting and boiling points of the
complex. 52 Hence, we expect these complexes to be thermally
more stable than their uncomplexed counterparts. Higher values of β indicate that these complexes might possess good
non-linear optical properties. It is observed that x-adenine
shows the maximum β value for interaction with both Au3
and Au4 when it is interacting at the N7 site.
Electrophilicity index
Global electrophilicity index (ω) defined in terms of the chemical potential (µ) and chemical hardness (η) is a measure
that quantifies the electrophilic nature of molecules. 53 This
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Au3

Au4

Table 2 Magnitude of charge transfer where qcluster = 0 calculated
using the natural charge data. 4q refers to the excess charge on the
cluster when complexed to the base.

A (N1)
A (N3)
A (N6)
A (N7)
xA (N1)
xA (N3)
xA (N7)

4q
Au3
Au4
-0.184 -0.202
-0.195 -0.207
-0.158 -0.197
-0.177 -0.193
-0.185 -0.201
-0.193 -0.211
-0.176 -0.184

C (N3)
C (N3*)
xC (N3)
xC(N3*)

-0.175
-0.161
-0.172
–

-0.199
-0.195
-0.195
-0.196

G (O6)
G (N3)
G (N7)
xG (N3)
xG (N7)
xG (O6)
xG (N7-bH)

-0.100
-0.192
-0.179
-0.192
-0.186
-0.100
-0.186

-0.146
-0.217
-0.184
-0.221
-0.192
-0.124
-0.194

T (O2)
T (O4)
xT (O2)
xT (O4)

-0.114
-0.121
-0.114
-0.116

-0.121
-0.129
-0.178
-0.127

Complex

Fig. 6 Electrophilicity index values on complexation of bases with
Au3 and Au4 . All the calculations have been performed at the PBE0
level of theory using the SDD∪6-311++G(2d,2p) basis set. The
values that are missing do not have a corresponding interaction from
that site.

is given as:
ω=

µ2
2η

(6)

where µ = −χ, the electronegativity of the system. The quantities χ and η are defined within the conceptual DFT frame
work as: 54,55
χ=

I −A
I +A
and η =
2
2

previous studies that DNA acts as a nucleophile and tends
to react with certain water soluble epoxides that are carcinogenic. 57 This results in damage to DNA. The increase in electrophilicity index values suggests that the tendency to react
with epoxides would possibly reduce. The values of ω for the
complexed systems are reported in Table S4† and Fig. 6 shows
the variation in ω. It is clear from the figure that the electrophilicity index values increase on size-expansion which is
further enhanced on complexation reducing the toxicity. 58

(7)

where I is the ionization potential and A is the electron affinity of the system. The parameter ω in quantitative structureactivity relationships (QSAR), 56 is a measure of the propensity of the molecule to act as a nucleophile. It is known from

Natural population analysis (NPA)
NPA enables the evaluation of ‘natural’ orbital population and
atomic charge at the atomic centre. 59 The advantage of NPA
populations over others is that, it satisfies the important physical constraints of Pauli principle and charge additivity. These
features, in particular, guarantees the overall conservation of
probability. 59 We have calculated the natural charges in order
to quantify the charge transfer between the base/x-base and
metal cluster. Also the charges at the titratable sites are compared with those of the uncomplexed bases. Figure 7 shows
1–10 | 7
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Table 3 Second order perturbation theory analysis of Fock matrix in
NBO Basis for Au3 cluster.
Base
Adenine

Site
N1
N7

Donor
nN6
nN7
nAu

Acceptor
σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗N6−H

E(2) (kcal/mol)
11.75
11.99
4.86

x-Adenine

N1

nN6
nAu
nN7
nAu

σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗N6−H
σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗bC−H

17.64
5.63
17.04
2.38

N7

Guanine

O6
N7

nO6
nN7

σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗Au−Au

8.59
11.17

x-Guanine

O6

nO6
nAu
nN7

σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗N1−H
σ ∗Au−Au

11.81
4.53
18.18

nN3
nAu
nN4

σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗N4−H
σ ∗Au−Au

10.47
4.00
9.64

N7
Cytosine

N3
N4

x-Cytosine

N3

nN3
nAu2

σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗N4−H

15.47
3.83

Thymine

O2

nO2
nAu
nO4
nAu

σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗N3−H
σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗N3−H

5.95
1.71
7.82
0.50

nO2
nAu
nO4

σ ∗Au−Au
σ ∗N3−H
σ ∗Au−Au

6.87
1.03
9.68

O4

x-Thymine

O2
O4

the charges on the atoms involved in the formation of anchor
bonds. In most of the cases, atoms forming the anchor bonds
have opposite charges reflecting the ionic nature of the anchoring bond. The more is the ionic character, the higher is
the interaction energy. Table 2 represents the charge gained
by cluster (4q) on complexation, suggesting that the cluster
oxidises the coordinated base/x-base. The charge transfer is
slightly higher for x-bases and also in complexes with Au4 .
Natural bond orbital analysis (NBO)
NBO methods involve the expression of molecular properties
in terms of a ‘Natural Lewis structure’ (NLS) depiction of
wave function. 59 NBO allows wave function to be expressed
in terms of Lewis (one-centre lone-pair or two-centre bondpair) and non-Lewis type (all remaining orbitals) contributions, allowing the use of elementary valence bond concepts.
8|
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NBOs describe the residual resonance delocalization effects
giving an insight to the existing inter- and intramolecular interactions in the system. Second-order perturbation theory analysis is done to gauge the donor-acceptor interactions within the
NBO framework. This gives a quantitative view of the charge
transfer interactions existing between the donor and the acceptor species. Table 3 shows the stabilization energy (E(2) ) values for some of the complexes. In case of anchoring bonds, the
lone pair of the donor (N,O) is transferred to the antibonding
orbitals of Au. It is also observed that lone pair on Au donates
electron density to the anti-bonding orbital of N-H substantiating the formation of non-conventional hydrogen bonds. In
case of xA-Au3 (N7) we observe a C–H–Au interaction with
an E(2) value of 2.38 kcal/mol, which is indicative of a weak
hydrogen bonding type interaction between benzylic carbon
and gold. Our results conform to a recent work of Sun et. al.
who have also identified similar interactions in case of guanine complexed with gold. 25 The E(2) values clearly indicate
that charge transfer plays an important role in stabilizing the
interaction between base and cluster. Higher E(2) for x-bases
complexes indicates higher charge transfer in those systems.

Conclusion
In this work, density functional theory has been applied to
examine the geometries, electronic structures, charge populations and interaction energies of DNA bases/x-bases tagged
with Au3 and Au4 clusters. The calculations showed that
gold nano clusters form stable complexes with natural as well
as x-bases. The interactions are stronger with Au3 clusters. The affinity of x-bases for gold is found to be higher.
Highest interaction energy is found for xC-Au3 (N3) (-34.14
kcal/mol). The major bonding factors found to govern this interaction are the anchoring bonds between Au-N(O) and the
non-conventional hydrogen bonding between N-H· · · Au. Following the gold binding, a redistribution of electronic charge
around the Watson-Crick edge takes place, suggesting a modification in hydrogen bonding patterns on base pair formation.
The role of gold cluster binding on the ability of nucleobases
to form base pair interactions is being investigated.
The electronic coupling between the metal atoms and nucleic
acid bases results in the reduction of HOMO-LUMO gaps suggesting that these systems might behave as good conductors. It
is also found that on complexation, a considerable amount of
electronic charge is being transferred from base/x-base to gold
cluster. Thus, the gold clusters oxidise the base/x-base. The
reduction in ionization potential suggests an ease in hole transfer through these systems, while the increase in polarizability values indicates more thermal stability. Increased values
of first order hyperpolarizabity suggest that these complexes
might possess non-linear optical properties. Hence a strong
modulation of the electronic structure, energy levels and band
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0.400
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-0.567

-4.247 e-2

4.247 e-2
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-0.451

x-Adenine

A-Au3(N1)

0.425
-0.744
0.056
-0.625
xA-Au3(N1)

-0.486

-0.624

-0.624

Guanine
Charge gained
by Au3 = -0.179

Charge gained
by Au3 = -0.185
0.26
-0.270
1.020
-0.726

-0.621
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-0.524

-0.618
G-Au3(N7)
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Charge gained
by Au3 = -0.186
0.077
-0.551

-0.602
-0.621

xG-Au3(N7)

Fig. 7 Electrostatic potential surface mapped over isodensity surface for complexed (with Au3 ) and uncomplexed purines in gas phase. The
isovalue for these images is 0.0004 a.u. The numbers in black represent the natural charges on the respective atoms. The total charge gained
by the cluster is represented in red.

gaps is observed on complexation, indicating that such systems can be potentially used as building blocks for making
nano electronic devices.
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